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CORPORATION IS DISSOLVED THEN
RESTORED
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Similar to the provisions of section 227.1 of the
Income Tax Act (specifically subsection 227.1(4), subsec-THIS COURT ORDERS that Aujla Construction Ltd. is
tion 323(5) of the ETA stipulates that an assessment, pur-restored to the Register of Companies for a period of not
suant to subsection 323(1) of the ETA, cannot be mademore than two (2) years, commencing on the date of the
against a director more than two years after that person lastfiling of a certified copy of this Order with the Registrar of
ceased to be a director of the corporation. The issueCompanies, for the purpose of enabling the Minister of
before the Federal Court of Appeal was whether the AujlaNational Revenue to facilitate the assessment and collec-

tion of the Goods and Services Tax debt owing by Aujla Brothers ceased to be directors within the two-year period
Construction Ltd. to the Receiver General for Canada. prior to September 4, 2003. Given that the Company had

been struck off the Register on March 5, 1999, and that the
date of the Assessment was September 4, 2003, two yearsTHIS COURT FURTHER ORDERS that Aujla Construc-
had passed. Subsection 323(5) of the ETA prevented thetion Ltd. shall be deemed to have continued in existence
Minister from validly issuing the Assessment if the Aujlaas if its name had never been struck off the register and

dissolved, without prejudice to the rights of any parties Brothers were found not to be directors within the
which may have been acquired prior to the date on two-year period.
which Aujla Construction Ltd. is restored to the Register

of Companies.
The Aujla Brothers argued that the dissolution of the

Company on March 5, 1999 resulted in the cessation of
The Minister issued a Third Party Notice of Assessment their directorships. As a result, the two-year limitation

(the ‘‘Assessment’’) dated September 4, 2003, subsequent period pursuant to subsection 323(5) of the ETA would
to the issuance of the Certificate of Restoration. In accor- have expired on March 5, 2001. Alternatively, the Aujla
dance with the Assessment, the Aujla Brothers were Brothers argued that if the Court Order restored their direc-
required to pay amounts unremitted by the Company, pur- torships, the ‘‘without prejudice’’ language in section 263
suant to subsection 323(1) of the ETA. of the BCCA would preserve their right to assert the

two-year limitation period in subsection 323(5) of the ETA.

PAYSOURCE
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Mr. Justice Ryer stated that the effect of the Court Mr. Justice Ryer dismissed the Minister’s argument
Order in retroactively reconstituting the directorships of the regarding the prospective reconstitution of the Aujla
Aujla Brothers should be based on the interpretation of Brothers’ directorships, on the basis that Mr. Justice Bowie
subsection 262(2) and section 263 of the BCCA. Subsection of the TCC had not made this finding. The majority of the
262(2) of the BCCA provides that a company restored to Court also concluded that it was unnecessary to address
the Register is deemed to have continued in existence and the effect of the ‘‘without prejudice’’ language in section
proceedings may be taken as if the company had not been 263 of the BCCA, because the Aujla Brothers ceased to be
dissolved or its registration cancelled. Section 263 of the directors on March 5, 1999 and were not liable under the
BCCA provides that, in a restoration order, a court may Assessment.
make provisions it considers appropriate to place a com-
pany and every other person in the same position as if the

Mr. Justice Blais, in his dissenting judgment, stated thatcompany had not been dissolved. A restoration order is
the potential liability of the Aujla Brothers depended onwithout prejudice to the rights acquired by parties before
their ability to benefit from the two-year limitation pur-the company was restored, unless otherwise explicitly
suant to subsection 323(5) of the ETA. For the Minister tostated.
prevail, the Aujla Brothers had to be found either: (a) to

have continued to be directors during the period in whichMr. Justice Ryer referred to Natural Nectar Prod. Can.
the Company was struck off the Register; or (b) to haveLtd. v. Theodor (1990 CanLII 834), a decision of the British
been reinstated as directors when the Company wasColumbia Court of Appeal. This case dealt with the effect of
restored, such that they had not yet ‘‘last ceased’’ to beretroactively restoring a corporation under predecessor
directors.legislation to the BCCA. As stated by Mr. Justice Ryer, the

Natural Nectar decision held that express language must
be used in a restoration order to effect the retroactive Mr. Justice Blais found that the Aujla Brothers had not
reconstitution of a corporation. Thus, an order without the ceased to be directors either due to the provisions of sec-
requisite language would have the effect of prospectively, tion 130 of the BCCA (i.e., death or resignation; removal
rather than retroactively, restoring a company. due to expiration of term by a special or ordinary resolu-

tion; failure to meet qualifications pursuant to section 114
Mr. Justice Ryer concluded that the use of the phrase of the BCCA; or removal in accordance with the memo-

‘‘other person’’ in section 263 of the BCCA permitted the randum or articles) or by reason of a voluntary dissolution
Supreme Court of British Columbia to include explicit lan- of the Company. Mr. Justice Blais stated that the legal status
guage in the restoration order to retroactively restore the of the Aujla Brothers was ‘‘in limbo’’, because there was no
directorships of the Aujla Brothers, failing which their direc- case law to support the proposition that a person ceased
torships would not be restored. As the Aujla Brothers were to be a director when a corporation dissolved involuntarily.
not named in the Court Order, they ceased to be directors
more than two years prior to the Assessment.

Mr. Justice Blais then discussed the impact of section

260 of the BCCA. This provision dealt explicitly with the
Mr. Justice Ryer also stated that the reconstitution of

liability of a director when a corporation had been struck
the Company without directors would not cause concern

off the Register. Section 260 read as follows:
because there was no indication that the Company would
undertake activities after the date of dissolution. Mr. Justice

The liability of every director, officer, liquidator andRyer suggested that the shareholders of the Company
member of a company that is struck off the register . . .could have passed a resolution to elect directors if they
continues and may be enforced as if the company hadwere required to undertake activities after the Company
not been struck off the register . . .had been restored.

Mr. Justice Blais stated that because section 260 of theMr. Justice Ryer postulated that had the Aujla Brothers
BCCA did not deal with the cessation of a directorship, thecontinued to perform functions as directors of the Com-
provision could not assist in determining the application ofpany in the period after dissolution, such actions may have
subsection 323(5) of the ETA. Mr. Justice Blais concluded,been sufficient to bring them within the definition of
however, that because the Aujla Brothers did not prove the‘‘director’’ pursuant to section 1 of the BCCA. A ‘‘director’’
cessation of their directorships, their liability as directorswas broadly defined as ‘‘every person, by whatever name
continued for the purposes of section 260 of the BCCA.designated, who performs functions of a director’’.
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Mr. Justice Blais commented that the majority’s appli- director after the involuntary dissolution and subsequent
cation of the Natural Nectar decision was conceptually dif- restoration of a corporation under British Columbia legisla-
ficult, because the restoration of a corporation without tion is unclear. This uncertainty is due to the reliance on
directors would be in contravention of section 108 of the provincial commercial law that is frequently changing. The
BCCA. This provision required that a company have at least

fiscal consequence of similar events may be significantly
one director. Also, any claims against the Company could

different due to the enacted legislation of a particular prov-
not be maintained because: (a) the Company would have

ince at a specific time.no assets which a party could pursue; and (b) there would
be no directors to defend an action.

Section 347 of the revised B.C. Business Corporation

Act (the ‘‘BCBCA’’) states that the liability of a director of a
Mr. Justice Blais found that despite the absence of

dissolved company continues and may be enforced as ifexplicit language, the Court Order had the effect of retroac-
the company had not been dissolved. However, it seemstively restoring the directorships of the Aujla Brothers. This
that no clarity has been provided in the BCBCA as toconclusion was based on the findings that the Aujla

Brothers had never ceased to hold office in accordance whether a directorship continues or ceases on the involun-
with the provisions of the BCCA and that, pursuant to sec- tary dissolution of a company.
tion 108 of the BCCA, a company could not exist without
directors. The only certainty that a director can attain, in a similar

circumstance, is to follow the legislative requirements of
Mr. Justice Blais discussed the impact of the phrase the applicable provincial corporate legislation and formally

‘‘without prejudice’’ in section 263 of the BCCA. He found resign, to ensure that the two-year limitation period under
that there were no rights acquired in respect of which the subsection 323(5) of the ETA may begin to run.
Court Order could have a prejudicial effect, because the
Aujla Brothers never ceased to be directors of the Com-

— Natasha Allenpany and subsection 323(5) of the ETA would not apply.
Additionally, Mr. Justice Blais stated that section 263 of the
BCCA was intended to apply to third parties, other than Hot News Items
directors, because the general language used concerned
any party other than a party dealt with explicitly in section Tuition Fees, Scholarships, and Bursaries 
260 of the BCCA.

On its Payroll Web site, the CRA recently announced
In dismissing the public policy argument that the Aujla changes for the reporting of taxable benefits by a

Brothers should have certainty as to their liability as direc-
post-secondary educational institution that offers free tui-

tors, Mr. Justice Blais stated that negligent acts, such as the
tion to an employee’s dependant and by other employersfailure to remit tax owed and the failure to file annual
that offer a scholarship program for employees’reports which caused the involuntary dissolution, should
dependants. These changes start with the 2007 taxationnot be rewarded.
year and presumably are pursuant to the decisions in The

Queen v. DiMaria (2009 DTC 5019 (FCA), affirming 2008With respect, the analytical approach employed by Mr.
Justice Blais, in his dissenting judgment, may be more con- DTC 3027 (TCC)) and Okonski v. The Queen (2008 DTC
sistent with the majority’s view that the provisions of the 2992 (TCC)). In the DiMaria case, the Court decided that a
BCCA would assist in determining the application of sec- scholarship award received by the child of an employee
tion 323 of the ETA. Although sections 130 and 260 of the from Dow Chemical Canada Inc. — the parent’s employer,
BCCA dealt specifically with the issues under appeal,

was not a benefit of the employee and should not be
namely, the cessation of a directorship and the continued

included in the employee’s income. In the Okonski case,liability of directors after a company has been struck off the
the taxpayer (parent) worked for the University of WesternRegister, these provisions were dealt with only in the dis-
Ontario and the taxpayer’s child received an award forsenting judgment.
tuition. Again, the Court decided that the award was not a

benefit in the hands of the parent employee. The CRADue to the split decision of the Court and the revisions
states the following:to the British Columbia corporate legislation, the status of a
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Star t ing  wi th  the 2007 tax  year ,  i f ,  as  a ● Effective September 1, 2009, the hourly minimum wage
post-secondary educational institution, you provide free will increase by another 25 cents to $8.25 per hour.
tuition to an employee’s family members, do not
include the benefit’s FMV in the employee’s income. The current overtime rate is $12.00 per hour. The over-
Instead, report the amount as a scholarship on a T4A slip time rate will also increase as follows:
for the family member.

● Effective September 1, 2009, the minimum wage payable
Starting with the 2007 tax year, if you operate a for time worked in excess of 44 hours per week will

scholarship program for the family members of your increase to $12.38 per hour.
employees, do not include scholarship amounts
awarded in the income of the employee. Instead, report

The current rate for employees whose hours of work
the amount on a T4A slip for the family member.

per week are unverifiable and who are not strictly
employed on a commission basis is $352 per week. ThisDo not include in your employee’s income the fair
rate will also increase as follows:market value of tuition fees, books, and supplies you

paid or reimbursed for his or her family member.
● Effective September 1, 2009, the minimum wage payableInstead, report the amount as a scholarship on a T4A slip

per week will increase to $363.for the family member.

The new minimum wage rates are located in theIf the individual meets certain criteria, the income
‘‘Employment Standards’’ section of PAYSOURCE at ¶5710,may be exempt, and the person may be able to exclude

the amount from income on his or her individual return. and ¶5761.
If you get any questions from your employee about the
T4A slip issued to the family member, you can refer
them to Scholarships, fellowships, bursaries, study
grants, and artists’ project grants, or to their General Saskatchewan Introduces New Minimum
Income Tax and Benefit Guide. Notes Age of Employment 

If you included the fair market value of tuition fees Changes to The Minimum Wage Regulations have
or a scholarship award for a family member in an established age 16 as the general minimum age of Employ-
employee’s income for 2007 or 2008, you have to

ment in Saskatchewan. An ‘‘absolute’’ minimum age of 14
amend that employee’s T4 slip for those years, and issue

has also been established, provided those 14 and 15 yeara T4A slip for the family member.
old workers fulfill certain requirements. The Minimum
Wage Amendment Regulations, 2009, became lawThe change to the employee’s income for 2007 or
August 7, 20092008 may mean that you overpaid your share of the CPP

contributions and EI premiums. To find out how to
This change also removes the sector-based applica-recover your share of these amounts, go to CPP overpay-

tion of minimum age provisions so that all sectors of thement and recovering CPP contributions or EI overpay-
ment and recovering EI premiums for more information. economy must comply with the minimum age of employ-

ment. The amended regulation also establishes that 14 and
If you have already deducted and remitted these 15 year olds can work if certain restrictions are met and

amounts in 2009, go to Deduction errors and How to provides for exceptions in special circumstances.
correct remitting errors for more information.

There are four restrictions to the employment of
The commentary on Tuition as been revised and is young people 14 and 15 years of age. Under these restric-

located in the ‘‘Employee Benefits’’ section of PAYSOURCE at tions, young people age 14 and 15 who wish to work must:
¶5710 et seq.

● obtain the consent of their parent or guardian;

● complete a certificate focusing on occupational health
and safety and employment standards;Need To Know

● not work after 10 p.m. on a day preceding a school day
New Brunswick Minimum Wage Increase or before the time that school starts on any school day;

and
The current minimum wage rate in New Brunswick is

$8.00 per hour. The minimum wage rate will increase as ● work no more than a maximum of 16 hours of work
follows: during a school week.
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Prior to this, only five sectors had a minimum age of Related Businesses Not Single Employer for
employment: hotels, restaurants, educational institutions, Severance Pay Purposes 
hospitals and nursing homes. That restriction was reviewed

in May 2009, following a consultation process which began ● ● ● Ontario ● ● ● Catelectric-Dip Corporation
(‘‘Cat-Dip’’) was an electroplating company. Cat-Dip wasin January.
purchased by Lund, who was already the owner of another
electroplating company, Novaquest Finishing Inc. At theCurrent legislation continues to restrict the employ-
request of his bank, Lund incorporated a holding company,ment of young people: in casinos and in the sale, handling
of which he held all of the shares, to deal with the two

or service of alcohol; during school hours; and in certain
companies. The bank extended credit facilities to the

high-risk occupations. See the ‘‘Minimum Age’’ section of holding company, secured by all of the assets and receiv-
PAYSOURCE at ¶5160. ables of Novaquest and Cat-Dip, the two operating compa-

nies. Each day, the holding company took all of the money
deposited in Novaquest and Cat-Dip and, in turn, provided
all of their necessary operating funds. The bank was not
concerned with the performance of Cat-Dip in isolation,Recent Cases and Rulings
but only with whether the holding company was meeting
the covenants established as part of the financing agree-Three-Month-Old Resignation Was Not
ment and whether the operating companies were per-

Related to Termination Events forming in a manner such that the bank’s security was
adequately protected. Cat-Dip began to experience busi-

● ● ● Ontario ● ● ● Moreno had worked for Comfact for ness problems due to the loss of a key customer employee
nine years. Initially, he worked in the Houston office, but wage rates that were much higher than Novaquest’s. As a

result of these difficulties, Cat-Dip notified all its employeeswhen that office closed he accepted a position of General
that their employment had either been terminated orManager at the head office in Oakville. He was expected to
could continue at a lower wage rate. The terminatedsupervise and provide guidance for junior employees.
employees were entitled to termination and severanceWhile they worked productively together, Moreno often
pay. Soon after, Cat-Dip filed for bankruptcy protection,

clashed with McAllister, the owner of Comfact, over his
and ultimately went into bankruptcy. A few hours after

perception that he was not being treated with proper filing for bankruptcy, Lund incorporated a new company,
respect. At one point, Moreno fought with McAllister and Catelectric, and obtained financing to purchase the assets
submitted his resignation. McAllister did not accept of Cat-Dip at their appraised value, which was considerably
Moreno’s resignation and it was withdrawn. Three months lower than the bank’s outstanding secured debt. Catelec-

tric began operating immediately, such that some Cat-Diplater, Moreno was informed that McAllister was accepting
employees who remained with Catelectric did not ceasehis resignation and that he was being terminated. Moreno
working. A number of terminated employees filed claimswas concerned about his job prospects in Canada. As a
with the Employment Standards Branch for their termina-

result, he returned to his native Spain where he quickly
tion and severance pay, alleging Novaquest, the holding

found work, but not in his area of employment. Moreno company, and Catelectric were related employers. The
brought an action for damages for wrongful dismissal. Employment Standards Officer determined that the three

companies were jointly and severally liable as related
The action was allowed. Moreno did not quit his employers, and orders were made against the three com-

employment; he was fired. The resignation which McAl- panies. The companies filed applications with the Board to
review the orders to pay. The Board agreed that they werelister accepted was the one that had been tendered and
related businesses because of their common manage-withdrawn three months previously by Moreno, not as a
ment, ownership, and financial control, but found that theyresult of actions that occurred at the time of the termina-
should not be treated as one employer. This decision wastion. Since Moreno was a senior employee who was
upheld on an application for judicial review. The

entrusted with important responsibilities and managerial
employees appealed.

functions, he was awarded 12 months’ reasonable notice.

The notice award was not reduced, as he had made rea- The appeal was dismissed. Judicial review on a stan-
sonable efforts to mitigate his damages. dard of reasonableness recognizes that there is a range of

outcomes that are acceptable, and the function of such a
Moreno v. Comfact Corporation and Romco Corpo- review is to determine whether a decision fell within that

ration, (Ont. S.C.J.), 2009 CLLC ¶210-035. range. In this situation, the Employment Standards Act
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gives primary responsibility for the interpretation of the Act The taxpayers’ appeals were dismissed. The

itself to the Board, a specialized expert tribunal. Decisions 60-cent-per-kilometre amount used in calculating the
of the Board concerning the interpretation of the Act exempt portion of the Allowances under s. 6(1)(b)(v) of the
cannot be overturned by a court unless they are unreason- Act was unreasonable in light of the provisions in s. 7306 of
able. Therefore, the Divisional Court did not err in failing to the Regulations. Also, the taxpayers’ argument that their
set out what the correct interpretation of section 4 of the

vehicles were not ‘‘automobiles’’ within the meaning of
Act would be, before conducting its reasonableness anal-

ss. 6(1)(b)(v) and 248(1) of the Act was unsupported by any
ysis. The Board’s decision in this case was not unreason-

corroborative evidence. Nor was there any provision in the
able. The Act prescribed minimum entitlements to

Act that would enable the taxpayers to reallocate any por-employees, but it did not guarantee that they would be
tion of their income and expenses from 2005 to previouspaid in the event of an employer’s bankruptcy. The Board
years. The Minister’s reassessments were affirmed accord-determined that the companies were related businesses,
ingly.but being related did not have the intent or effect of

directly or indirectly defeating the intent and purpose of
Solomon et al., (Tax Court of Canada), 2009 DTC 1196.the related employer provisions of the Act. The intent and

purpose of the Act does not guarantee that employees will

be paid their severance and termination pay in the event of

Taxpayer’s Business Income Notthe employer’s bankruptcy. Cat-Dip was assisted by Nova-

quest, which allowed the holding company to maintain the Connected to Reserve 
lending relationship with the bank to support Cat-Dip’s

mounting losses. Therefore, their relatedness was not The taxpayer, a status Indian, operated a logging busi-
intended to keep the companies from paying their liabili- ness. He maintained a modular home on the reserve, and
ties under the Act, but an attempt to support Cat-Dip also a residence for his wife and children off the reserve,
during a time of financial crisis. Similarly, there was no and he split his time between both of these residences. In
action taken by Catelectric that had an effect on the entitle-

reassessing the taxpayer for 1999 to 2002, the Minister
ments of the employees of Cat-Dip.

refused to exempt from tax the taxpayer’s business income

as income of an Indian situated on a reserve. The taxpayer
Abdoulrab et al. v. Ontario Labour Relations Board,

appealed to the Tax Court of Canada.
Novaquest Finishing Inc., Catelectric Inc., 4064186 Ontario

Inc., and Ontario (Ministry of Labour — Director of Employ- The taxpayer’s appeal was dismissed. A review of the
ment Standards), (Ont. C.A.), 2009 CLLC ¶210-033

specific factors relating to the situs of business income on

or off the reserve was required. The locations of the tax-

payer’s business activities were both on and off the reserve,

whereas the location of his customers (who were theUnreasonable Travel Expense Allowances
source of his business income) was off the reserve. Impor-

Were Taxable 
tant business decisions were made both on and off the

reserve, but the books and records for the business were
The taxpayers, N and T, were employees of TRS Relief

located at the taxpayer’s modular home on the reserve.
Solutions Inc. (‘‘TRS’’), which was a corporation owned and

The taxpayer’s business had no historical, social, or culturaloperated by T. TRS paid the taxpayers’ business expense
connection with the reserve. There was nothing to distin-travel allowances (the ‘‘Allowances’’), calculated at 60 cents
guish the taxpayer’s business from that of other loggingper kilometre for the business use of their vehicles. In reas-
operations carried on in the commercial mainstream. Con-sessing the taxpayers for various years from 2003 to 2005,

the Minister recalculated the Allowances using an amount sidering all of the foregoing factors, the taxpayer’s business

of 40 cents per kilometre. The Minister also refused to income was not tax-exempt property of an Indian situated
permit the taxpayers to reallocate a portion of their income on a reserve.
and expenses from 2005 to 2003 and 2004. The taxpayers

appealed to the Tax Court of Canada. Pelletier, (Tax Court of Canada), 2009 DTC 1201.
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